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Introduction:
Revisiting basic facts about
the Olympics / Paralympics
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1. The Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (the “Organising Committee”) is the main body
responsible for the preparation and operation of the Olympic Games, and not the Tokyo Metropolitan Government
(“TMG”) or the Japanese Olympic Committee.
2. The Olympics will be held in Tokyo, and TMG will bear financial responsibility for any items that cannot be covered by the
Organising Committee. The national government will bear ultimate responsibility for guaranteeing finances.
3. Competition facilities to be used will include facilities owned not only by TMG, but also by the national government, other
prefectures and municipalities, and private sector organizations. In cases where facilities are insufficient, various
agencies will build new permanent facilities, and the Organising Committee will also build temporary facilities. Facilities in
the Olympic Games will take on a variety of forms, including: (1) Use of existing permanent facilities; (2) Modifications to
existing permanent facilities; (3) Construction of new permanent facilities; (4) Construction and tear-down of temporary
facilities; and (5) Construction of temporary facilities, which will later be used for other applications.
4. Specifications for facilities will be decided through deliberations based on IOC, International (sports) Federation (IF), and
National (sports) Federation (NF) specifications. These specifications will assume a larger scale and more advanced
level than regular sports competitions (e.g., The highest level of sports facilities, and increased seating)
5. The various competition venues will require additional facilities unique to the Olympics, referred to as “Overlay” (e.g.,
tents, security gates). These will be procured by the Organising Committee, mainly through leasing.
6. The IOC places an emphasis on “legacy” facilities that will be left after the Olympics are complete; for example, in the
case of the 1964 Olympics, the Komazawa Olympic Park Stadium, the Metropolitan Expressway, etc..
7. The Rio Olympics are done, and four years are left until the Tokyo Olympics. It is finally time to begin in earnest. The
current status is:
(1) Announcement of the legacy plan (TMG, Organising Committee) is done.
(2) Construction on some facilities by TMG and the national government started
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8.

The Organising Committee has not disclosed the total cost of holding the Olympics. This figure will
be revealed at the end of the year, and will gradually be revised. In keeping with IOC requests, the
“Candidate File” will include costs of construction for main facilities only. In any Olympics, the actual
amounts increase by several times.

9.

The IOC sees substantial increases in the cost of holding the Olympics as a problem, and in 2014,
it announced “Agenda 2020.” TMG revised its plans for new permanent facilities (down JPY 234.3
billion; a reduction of 51 percent). Hamburg, Boston, and Rome withdrew their bids for the 2024
Olympics due to financial conditions and objections from city residents.

10. The Olympics will be held over a period of one month. During this time, the Organising Committee
expects income of approximately JPY 500 billion. Public agencies will cover the shortfall.
11. TMG will cover expenses in the following four categories:
(1) Contributions of start-up money to the Organising Committee (JPY 5.85 billion)
(2) Construction of permanent facilities
(3) Operating expenses for administration (e.g., security, transportation)
(4) Supplemental funds in the event that the Organising Committee faces a lack of capital
12. TMG has been involved from the bidding stage, and established a Bidding Committee in September
2011. After Tokyo was selected as the Host City, Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games Preparation was created in TMG (January 2014), and the Organising Committee was
established with an equal capital contribution from the JOC (current contribution of TMG is 97.5
percent).
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Overall Promotion Structure of Tokyo Olympic
Coordination
Committee*
TMG

Organising
Committee

Governor
Contributions
97.5%**

Olympic/Paralympic Investigation team
Information
Disclosure
Project

Autonomous
Reform Project

Surveys

Other
Prefectures /
Municipalities
・・・
Sponsors

Bureau of Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic
Games Preparation

Bureau of General
Affairs

National
Government

Contributions
2.5%**

Bureaus

Office of TMG
Reform

JOC

IOC
•
•
•

Bureau of Finance
•

Guidance and supervision for Organising
Committee
Dispatches staff to Organising Committee

Budget control and financial management,
including planning after 2020
Business evaluation

* Members: TMG Governor, Organising Committee Chairman, Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Minister in Charge of Olympics, JOC
Chairman, JPC Chairman
**Initially, TMG and JOC made 1:1 contributions
(Note) Host City Contract was signed by the IOC, TMG, the JOC, and the Organising Committee
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Competition facilities will be provided by TMG, the national government, as well as private sector entities and
other prefectures and municipalities

List of 2020 Olympic competition facilities
TMG
Use
existing
Perfacilities
manent (including
facilities some
modifications)

•
•
•
•

•

Tokyo International Forum
Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium
Ariake Tennis Park
Tatsumi International Swimming
Centre
Tokyo Stadium

National government
(including JSC)

Other Prefectures /
Municipalities

•

•
•
•
•
•

Yoyogi National
Stadium

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Olympic Stadium (*)

Olympic Gymnastic Centre
Shiokaze Park
Sea Forest Waterway Crosscountry Course
Odaiba Marine Park
Olympic BMX Course
Aomi (tentative)

•

Asaka Shooting
Range
Imperial Palace
Garden

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nippon
Budokan
Kokugikan
Arena
Kasumigaseki
Country Club
Equestrian
Park
Izu Velodrome
Izu Mountain
Bike Course

Tsurigasaki Beach (Shidashita Point)
(tentative)

Organising
Committee

Temporary facilities

Ariake Arena
Seaside Park Hockey Stadium
Sea Forest Waterway (“Umi no
Mori”)
Canoe Slalom Course
Dream Island Archery Field
Olympic Aquatics Centre
Musashino Forest Sport Centre (*)

Private

National government or TMG

Build new •
facilities
•
•

Saitama Super Arena (Saitama Pref.)
Sapporo Dome (Sapporo)
Miyagi Stadium (Miyagi Pref.)
Saitama Stadium 2002 (Saitama Pref.)
International Stadium Yokohama
(Yokohama)
Makuhari Messe (Chiba Pref.)
Enoshima Yacht Harbour (Kanagawa
Pref.)
Yokohama Stadium (Yokohama)
(tentative)

* Renovations to the Musashino Forest Sport Centre and the Olympic Stadium were planned from before Tokyo was selected as the 2020 Olympics venue
SOURCE: Created based on interviews with Organising Committee members
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I Findings from the investigation
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1 As things stand, the total cost of hosting the Olympics could exceed JPY 3 trillion
2 Security, logistics, public relations and other non-infrastructure related expenses account for 2/3 of the expenses.
The rest is permanent/tentative facility investment into venues.

3 Of the “hard” expenses, there is potential for reduction of investment plan which is approximately JPY 500 billion in
total, including seven new permanent facilities (TMG; total: JPY 224.1 billion) and temporary facilities (Organising
Committee; total: approximately JPY 280.0 billion1)

1) Seven new permanent facilities (by TMG)2
Many of these facilities have already been designed or are already under construction. Based on deliberations with
related agencies (IOC, IF, NF, businesses), however, we should investigate the possibility of changes to locations in
other prefectures, or modifications to the original plan. Responses to the following three cases are especially urgent
1 Sea Forest Waterway (“Umi no Mori”) : Investigate the possibility of relocation to Naganuma, Miyagi

Prefecture (Based on the original Olympic policy of “Support of Tohoku Restoration” and “Agenda 2020”
concept). Even if the Sea Forest Waterway facilities are constructed, they should be temporary facilities.
2 Olympic Aquatics Centre: Investigate the possibility of modifying the Tatsumi International Swimming Centre

or construction of the new facilities in other locations. If location is in the current plan, scale should be
reduced.
3 Ariake Arena: Investigate possibilities to use existing exhibition venues and arenas in other prefectures. If
impossible, scale should be reduced, and shortfall of arena should be covered by temporary facilities.
(Note) See Section II for details on 1 - 3

1 Originally, the cost of temporary facilities was estimated at approximately JPY 80 billion, but this amount assumes that the costs will increase by 3x - 4x, as in
the case of permanent facilities.; 2 Sea Forest Waterway, Olympic Aquatics Centre, Ariake Arena, Canoe Slalom Course, Dream Island Archery Field,
Musashino Forest Sport Centre, and Seaside Park Hockey Stadium. Musashino Forest Sport Centre is already almost complete.
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2) Temporary facilities (by Organising Committee)
In the candidate file, temporary facilities are to be covered by the Organising Committee, but this is unrealistic. We
should study realistic rules for the sharing of this burden, with participation by the Organising Committee, TMG, and
the national government, as well as other prefectures and municipalities. For example;
▪

▪
▪

Decide the basic principles (e.g., TMG covers facilities within Tokyo, and facilities located in other prefectures are
covered by the local municipalities and the national government (budget assistance)), and clarify the responsibility

At the same time, estimate construction cost as quickly as possible
Do not assume that locations and specifications in the candidate files are fixed and new ideas are necessary. For
example;
1 Potential for reuse after the Olympics (e.g., use the beach volleyball venue for tennis)
2 Rent/lease facilities built by private sector companies
3 Identify legacy facilities, and make these permanent

4 With the current style of preparation in which each organization bring their plans and resources together, costs will
increase endlessly. Frequent adjustments will also become necessary, making this approach inefficient. Stipulate an
upper limit for total costs, and implement centralized management of event planning, budgets, and staffing by TMG
and/or the national government.

▪ Current “Coordination Committee” is not functioning.
▪ Income for the Organising Committee is only JPY 500 billion, and the remainder is covered by public agencies. It is
difficult for the Organising Committee to serve as a control tower for the whole.

▪

The national government has not signed off on the Host City Contract completed by the IOC, JOC, TMG, and the
Organising Committee; it is only there to offer assistance in the operation of the Olympics. The only declaration of
cooperation with the Olympic/Paralympic basic policies (cabinet decision) is just an agreement among Ministries
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5 The long-term legacy plan in keeping with the scale of costs for hosting the Olympics is not clear

▪ Plans for legacy facilities with a narrow definition (e.g., central Tokyo redevelopment and transportation
infrastructures) are gradually being realized

▪ Legacy plans put forward by the Organising Committee TMG encompass all aspects of existing government policies,
but they are neither concrete nor particularly attractive

▪ Need strategies for creating legacy facilities with a broader definition; e.g., with a view toward the globalization
of Tokyo and Japan, with emphasis on diverse city, smart city, and safe city as the Governor announced
6 Need to disclose information frequently with a single voice (TMG, the Organising Committee, and the national
government)

▪ Should disclose information as the same level as general public agency. Re-examine excessive attention to
corporate practices and confidentiality code in the Host City Contract.

▪ Active participation by citizens and athletes are essential
7 In accordance with the Local Autonomy Act (1947), and from the perspective of accountability to Metropolitan
residents, TMG should provide guidance and supervise the Organising Committee’s expenses, investments, and loans,
as well as the form of management in general including human resource management and asset management.

▪ TMG contributes 97.5% to the initial asset of the Organising Committee
▪ Regular explanations and information disclosure based on supervisory agreements between TMG and the
Organizing Committee

▪ Investigations and audits based on the Local Autonomy Act
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Many Japanese citizens have questions about the costs of holding the
Olympics
%

Question

▪

Do you support the
Governor Koike’s
initiative to verify the
costs of holding the
Tokyo Olympics/
Paralympics?

Answer
No (Not support)
15

Approve
85
Yes (Support)

September 3-4, 2016 JNN public opinion poll
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The total costs of holding the Olympics have been amended
repeatedly, and there are concerns that these costs will
increase unabated
Movement in costs of hosting the Olympics1 (JPY oku)
30,000
Increased price of goods
1071

20,000

3 trillion yen

Increase due to
adjustments after Tokyo
was selected 424
2 trillion yen

Not initially included 551
1 trillion yen + α
10,000
Organising
Committee
National, TMG,
prefectures

Permanent
facilities
(TMG)

7,340

3,013
5,000

2,789
0

+3,046

4,584

-2,343

1,538
January 2013 October 2014
Candidate file Organizing Committee Chairman
Mori: “Costs for materials and
labor increased dramatically due
to the devalued yen and recovery
after the earthquake. (Venue
construction and maintenance
costs) will be close to 1 trillion
yen.”

1 Approximate numbers
Note: Numbers for Tokyo* include only permanent facilities

2,241
December 2014
Agenda 2020 and
revision by TMG
Governor Masuzoe

2,241
July 22, 2015
Organizing Committee
Chairman Mori: “Total costs,
including construction of
facilities and construction and
maintenance of
transportation infrastructures,
may ultimately exceed 2
trillion yen.”

2,241
October 28, 2015
TMG Governor
Masuzoe: “At this
rate, the cost will
likely be 3 trillion
yen.”
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As things stand, the total cost of hosting the Olympics could exceed JPY 3 trillion.

Estimate of total cost for the 2020 Olympics

INVESTIGATION TEAM ESTIMATES

(JPY hundred billion)

30

20

Increases resulting from lack of governance,
tendency to place over-spec orders for
public procurement, and lax budget
management (by analogy)

Cost estimates based on London Olympics1
JPY 1.2 – 1.6 trillion
▪ Transport
JPY 100-200 billion
▪ Security
JPY 200-300 billion
▪ Technologies, energy, JPY 500-600 billion
training, support, and
other expenses
▪ Event operations
JPY 400-500 billion

Difference from London case (by analogy) 4

“Soft” expenses
Approx. JPY
280 billion2
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Approx.5

JPY 95.4
billion

JPY 224.1
billion
(JPY 25.9
billion3)

JPY 164.5
billion

Olympic Stadium

Olympic Village
(figures are at time
of candidate file)

Permanent
facilities
(Tokyo)

Items covered in this study

“Hard” equipment and facilities investment

Temporary facilities
and overlay

Operating
expenses

1 Total cost of London Olympics: GBP 11.7 billion (exchange rate fluctuation range for past 10 years); 2 Originally, the cost of temporary facilities was estimated at approximately
JPY 80 billion, but this amount assumes that the costs will increase by 3x - 4x, as in the case of permanent facilities.; 3 Olympic Gymnastic Centre: Organising Committee order
amount (dated August 1, 2016); 4 Conditions differ from London; e.g., number of Olympic participants, heat of summer, total area, and level of security

SOURCE: Created based on interviews with Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation and Organising Committee members
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Based on the current rules of the candidate file, preparations will not move forward.
Need to create new rules as quickly as possible.

Rules for sharing costs based on candidate file
Facilities/building owner
National
Government
Other Costs

Large-scale
provisional
equipment
(Temporary
infrastructures1)

Equipment

Other Municipalities

Private sector
entities
+α

Rental Fees
Overlay (limited to
Olympic period)

▪
▪

Tents
Prehab and
other housing

▪

Spectator
seating
Competition
lighting
External
structures
Fences
A/C

▪
▪
▪
▪

Covered by Organising Committee

Permanent

Temporary

Approx. JPY
280 billion 2

Facilities

Structure for sharing costs of competition facilities

Tokyo

Temporary (to be
removed)
Temp.
(permanent re-use)
Permanent (new
facilities)
Permanent
(use existing
facilities)

▪
▪
▪

Buildings
Infrastructure
Limited
proprietary
right of land
Olympic Stadium
JPY 164.5 billion

JPY 224.1 billion

Yes

Yes

Olympic Village
JPY 95.4 billion
Yes

Yes

1 As expressed by Organising Committee; *2 Originally, the cost of temporary facilities was estimated at approximately JPY 80 billion, but this amount assumes that the costs will increase by 3x - 4x, as
in the case of permanent facilities.
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For example, clarify definitions as shown below, create rules for sharing
burden

INVESTIGATION TEAM’s
PROPOSAL

Approaches to sharing costs of competition facilities (draft)
Facilities/building owner
National
Government
Other Costs

Equipment

Large-scale
provisional
equipment
(Temporary
infrastructures1)

▪
▪

Tents
Prehab and
other housing

▪

Spectator
seating
Competition
lighting
External
structures
Fences
A/C

▪
▪

Permanent

Temporary

▪
▪

Facilities

Other Municipalities

Private sector
entities

Rental Fees
Overlay (limited to
Olympic period)

Structure for sharing costs of competition facilities

Tokyo

Temporary (to be
removed)
Temp.
(permanent re-use)

▪
▪
▪

Covered by Organising Committee
Approx. JPY 40 – 60 billion (?)
Approx. JPY 50
billion～(?) 2

Approx. JPY 100 –
150 billion (?)

Approx. JPY 15
billion～(?)

Approx. JPY
280 billion (?)
Approx. JPY 15
– 30 billion (?)

Buildings
Infrastructure
Limited
proprietary
right of land

Permanent (new
facilities)
Permanent
(use existing
facilities)

Approx. JPY 15
billion～(?)

Olympic Stadium
JPY 164.5 billion

JPY 224.1 billion

Yes

Yes

Assistance (?)

Assistance
from National
Government
(?)

Approx. JPY 15
– 30 billion (?)

▪
▪

Olympic Village
JPY 95.4 billion
Yes

▪

Ministries
Recovery
support
etc…

Yes

*Operating costs separate
1 As expressed by Organising Committee; 2 Including assistance to other municipalities and private sector entities

SOURCE: Team estimates
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Lack of leadership by CFO and CEO
The current overall promotion structure is very much like a company with no president or finance division manager.
(Posting expenses thought to be required by the various divisions.) Moreover, based on the current framework, if the Organising
Committee ultimately goes bankrupt, the entire bill will be picked up by the Metropolitan government.
Common knowledge
in management*

VS

Case of Tokyo Olympics
Coordination
Committee

CEO** (Head)

Finance
Division
CFO***

Financial
institutions

Capital procurement

Organising
Committee

Management and
assessment of budgets

Business
division A

Business
division B

Business
division C

Based on deliberations with CEO, the CFO:
▪ Sets upper limit for budget
▪ Creates budget plan within the scope set by
each division
▪ Finance division checks at three stages:
planning,
expenditures, and settlement of accounts
▪ Also checks the final P/L (profits)

TMG

①
If the Organising
Committee does
not have enough
capital, TMG
supplements the
funds

Not formally appointed,
but speaks about overall plan
(e.g., legacy plan)

Organising
Committee

② Organising
Committee will be
dissolved after the
Olympics

JOC

・・・

CEO/Leader
is unclear

No CFO or overall
budget manager

National
Government

Ministry
of 〇〇
Ministry
of 〇〇
・・・

There are CFOs for each entity, but they manage
only the budget for its own organization

*Either government or private sector ; **CEO

Chief Executive Officer; ***CFO Chief Financial Officer
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The Legacy Plan (in the broad sense) is unclear

Cost of hosting the Olympics

There is no clear legacy plan, in the broad sense, laying out a robust future image for Tokyo and Japan

(Level 3)
Legacy (broad meaning)
▪ Use 2020 (Olympics) as an opportunity to re-examine the
form of Tokyo, Japan, and society
▪ Concrete vision for ①Smart City; ②Diverse City;
and ③ Safe City
▪ Reconstruction of Tokyo’s “Metropolitan Brand”
▪ Vision for globalization and the “super-aging society”
(Level 2)
Legacy (narrow meaning)
▪ Transportation, infrastructures put in place
▪ Promotion of sports
▪ Reuse of facilities

TMG and the
Organising
Committee have
respective legacy
plans, but they are
abstract and
general

Projects are
on-going

(Level 1)
Success of Olympics
▪ Participants during the Olympics,
participating countries, new
records, cash flow
2020
Time span

10-30 years ahead

50-100 years ahead
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II. Tokyo Metropolitan Government facility issues

1 Overview
2 New permanent facilities

1

Sea Forest Waterway

2

Olympic Aquatics Centre

3 Ariake Arena
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(Confirmation of basic facts)
1 There are a total of 15 permanent and temporary facilities on land owned by TMG; total construction costs are
expected to be between approximately JPY 324.1 billion and JPY 374.1 billion (permanent facilities: JPY 224.1 billion;
temporary facilities: JPY 100-150 billion*).

▪
▪
▪

TMG constructs eight permanent facilities in Tokyo (seven of which are new)
There are five temporary facilities (“Organising Committee” has responsibility in the candidate file)
Olympic Village and Olympic Gymnastic Centre will be constructed based on the assumption that they will be used
for other purposes after the Olympics. (About Olympic Gymnastic Centre, TMG is scheduled to bear the cost for the
usage after the Olympics of the JPY 25.9 billion in construction costs)

2 14 of these 15 facilities are located on the Waterfront; one is located inland.

▪ In the case of almost all Waterfront properties, the owner of the land is the Bureau of Port and Harbor; in other
cases, the owner varies

▪ In almost all cases, allocation of the use zoning is “Parks”
▪ Two facilities (Olympic Gymnastic Centre and Olympic BMX Course) are in the usage zone of residential use
3 Two of the temporary facilities (Olympic Gymnastic Centre and Olympic BMX Course) have been planned as
temporary facilities from the outset, and are located on zone for residential use based on the land use policies
outlined in the Tokyo Waterfront City Machizukuri (City Building) Plan.
4 Permanent facilities newly built by TMG are expected to draw large-scale sporting events as well as later use by
athletes and residents. Advisory councils have offered advice on later use and surveys to forecast the number of
visitors.
*Costs for the construction and maintenance of temporary facilities are INVESTIGATION Team estimates
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(Learnings from the investigation)
1 Compared to Olympic parks like the one in London, facilities are scattered across the waterfront area, leading to
increased costs for transport and security. Most of these facilities are far from train stations, making it inconvenient
for later use by city residents (regions currently under development, such as Ariake, are the exception).

▪ In accordance with the candidate file, facilities are located within an 8km radius from Olympic Village
▪ There are results of appropriation of land owned by the city of Tokyo scattered across the waterfront area
2 It is highly likely that investigations of alternate proposals for locations of new permanent facilities (e.g., relocation, or
modification of existing facilities) have been insufficient. Investigation on these elements may be insufficient under
strong requests from sports associations with time constrains.

▪ “Standards required by the IOC and IF cannot be met by modifying existing facilities”
▪ “There are no large-scale facilities in the Tokyo area”
▪ However, it should have been possible to respond with modifications to existing facilities within Tokyo (Olympic
Aquatics Centre) or modifications to existing facilities outside of Tokyo (Sea Forest Waterway; Ariake Arena)
3 In permanent facilities, there is an excessive volume of row seating

▪ In the current plan, in most cases, row seating volumes far exceed IOC and IF standards, as well as actual figures in
the London Olympics

▪ The rationale of the number of seats are unclear. Need re-examination both from the perspective of Olympic needs
and later use.

▪ For example, at the Olympic Aquatics Centre, the current plan shows 20,000 seats, as compared to the IOC
standard of 12,000 (incidentally, the number of seats in London was 17,500)

▪ The current plan for seating at the Ariake Arena is 15,000, in keeping with the IOC standard of 15,000 seats
(London was also 15,000 (existing use), but with a good location)
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(Learnings from the investigation)
4 Should investigate the possibility of reuse and privatization for temporary facilities

▪ Consider such options as handover to private sector companies, or construction by private sector companies and
leasing during the period of the Olympics (as in the case of Olympic Village)

▪ For example, rather than destroying the beach volleyball venue, use it for other applications (tennis courts?)
5 Plans for later use (e.g., plans for future income and management format) should be completed before the design
stage
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Permanent/temporary facilities on land owned by TMG
(JPY oku)
Waterfront /
Inland
Type

Within 8km radius of
Athlete’s village

Venue name

Land right owner

Land use

Yes…○
Waterfront…○

No…Colored

Inland…Colored

Permanent

Progress of construction

Bureau of Port and
Harbor…○

Temporary

Other…Bureau name

Basic design Implementation design Construction

Umi no Mori

Sea Forest
① Water Sports
Waterway

Venue
Olympic
Olympic
② Aquatics Centre
Aquatics Center

New

Perm
anent

○

○

○

○

Park

○

○

Park

Public/Public welfare land*2

③ Ariake
AriakeArena
Arena

○

○

Bureau of Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic
Games Preparation

Canoe Slalom
Canoe/slalom
④
Course
venue
Archery Venue
Dream Island
no Shima
⑤ (Yume
Archery Field
Park)

○

○

Waterworks Bureau

Sewage water treatment
plant

○

○

Construction Bureau

Park

Bureau※１
of Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic
Games Preparation

Sports / Recreation

Musashino
Musashino
Forest Sport
⑥ Forest
Centre
Centre
Oi Hockey
Seaside Park
Stadium (Oi
⑦ Hockey
central
StadiumSeaside
Park)
Ariake Tennis
Tennis
Existin
Ariake
⑧
Park Park
g
Forest

Other ⑨ Other
Olympic
BMX
Ariake
BMX
⑩ Course
Course
Sea Forest
Umi
no Mori
Remov ⑪ Cross
Cross Country
Country
Course
al after
Course
Olympi
Odaiba
Marine
Odaiba Seaside
cs ⑫ Park
Temp
Park
orary
Shiokaze Park
Park
⑬ Shiokaze
Aomi(tentative)
(tentative)
⑭ Ome

○

○

○

Park

○

○

○

Park

―

―

―

―

○

○

○

Residential land

○

○

○

Park

○

○

○

Park

○
○

○
○

Re-use
Ariake
OlympicOlympic
after
Gymnastic
⑮ Gymnastic
Olympi
Centre
Centre
cs

○

Olympic Village
⑯ Athlete’s
village

○

Other

※３

○

Construction Bureau

Park

○

Business / Commercial land

○

Residential land

683
404

76

1

73 8

24

14
351

6

48 21
144 5
23

65
20
15
12
0

―
Imple ment ed

Construction/maintenance costs: Amounts shown in the graph for temporary facilities are from the candidate file.
1 Cost of construction/maintenance for Musashino Forest Sport Centre (JPY 600 million) is the total cost for “Tokyo Stadium”
2 Public/Public welfare land: Land used for public facilities such as schools or gymnasiums
3 That order for design and construction of the Olympic Gymnastic Centre (JPY 25.9 billion) has already been announced, but total construction
and maintenance costs are currently being checked
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491

Cur r ent ly in pr ocess
Not st ar t ed

Permanent total: 2,241
Temporary total: 263
Total:
2,504
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Approach to revision of facility construction plans
1▪ Is the legacy plan for new
permanent facilities
investment by TMG
appropriate?

▪ What is the goal: World-class events, national-class events, or regular usage
▪
▪
▪

for citizens?
Can they survive competition among other facilities
Can they attract large number of athletes and regular users?
⇒If they do not make it, temporary facilities in Tokyo or use facilities in
other prefectures with modifications (or new permanent national facilities)

2▪ Even if construction of new
permanent facilities are
necessary:

▪ (1) Are the locations relevant?

▪ Proximity to Athlete’s Village vs. Convenience for use by city residents

▪ (2) Is the scale correct?

▪ Are there too many seats?
▪ Is it possible to create temporary facilities for those items that will not
particularly be needed later (e.g., warm-up courts)?
Is cost reduction possible?
Is transfer use to temporary facilities possible?

▪ (3) Is the design considerate?

▪
▪
▪ Does the design result in excess costs (e.g., energy conserving
▪

3▪ Even if the current plan is okay,
is there potential for further
cost reductions?

facilities/design)?
Does the design take later use into consideration?

▪ Are the plans over-spec?
▪ Is the price of each item appropriate?
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Questions arise whether tax money should be spent to build
permanent expensive facilities for minor sports
Comparison of versatility versus athlete population for sports facilities
Number of
registered
athletes1,
Persons

Construction costs2
JPY oku

Construction cost*2 per registered athlete1
JPY 10,000

81

Canoe/slalom

Shooting range

2,578

44

Shooting

Horse riding venue

5,616

20

Horseback riding

65

BMX

Dedicated

Bicycle race venue

5,829

2,025
171
37
112

0

Bicycle track

0

0

Mountain bike

0

Use existing facilities

5,840

511

Canoe/Sprint

8,764

511

Rowing

Tennis court

11,257

149

Tennis

Archery range

13,158

38

Archery

Hockey rink

10,540

69

Hockey

65

Gymnastics venue

31,513

259

Gymnastics

82

405

Swimming

63

875

Semigeneral
purpose

Diving boards
Pool

General
purpose

Pool

583
132
29

?
120,117

Gymnasium
Track and field
Marathon course
Golf course

Because the venues are highly versatile and the athlete
population is also high, cost per capita (athlete) is low

Outdoor
High

Ocean

Many users, and municipalities
could bear costs

Versatility of sports venues

Rowing venue

For some sports, the Japanese
government should seek
appropriate locations nationwide

400

Canoe/slalom venue

Other
1 In the case of bicycles (not athlete population), the number of persons registered for each sport is unknown, so the total number of registrants is used
2 Including cost of temporary facilities (at the time of the candidate file), and excluding operating costs
Note: Even if multiple sports competitions are conducted at a single venue, total costs are divided by the number of registrants for specified sports

SOURCE: Japan Sports Association; Sasakawa Sports Foundation homepage; Estimates based on athlete interviews; Team analysis
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1

Sea Forest Waterway
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1. OVERVIEW

Sea Forest Waterway
Sea Forest Waterway is a marine sports facility that was created near Sea Forest Park, on reclaimed
land in Tokyo Bay. The facility is used for rowing and canoe (sprint) competitions. (In Tokyo, this
location is the only site which fulfills facility requirements).
2,000m x 8 lanes (international competition standards)
Start facilities

Spectator seating (standing room): 10,000
Spectator seating (temporary): 12,000
Spectator seating (permanent): 2,000
Finish tower

Finish line

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation

Boat storage building
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Sea Forest Waterway
A variety of construction works have been considered to resolve issues derives from different location
(2) Investment on
surrounding environment
(relocation of landing
facilities, removal of
Nakashio-bashi bridges)
+ JPY 16.7 billion (USD 167
million)1
Crosswinds from the ocean

Obstacles
Remedy
(5) Installation of
embankment sealing works
+ JPY 13.1 billion (USD 131
million)1

Existing old bridges

(1) Windbreak
groves
+ JPY 300
million (USD 3
million)

Aircraft noise

Effects of reflected
waves on embankments
Waste landing facilities
(3) Installation of wave
cancellation equipment
+ JPY 100 million (USD 1
million)

(4) Embankment enforcement
work (both shores)
+ JPY 3.6 billion (USD 36
million)1

Variations in water levels
Effects of waves

(6) Closing
levees/sluices
(east and west)
+ JPY 23.2 billion
(USD 232 million)1

1 Calculation of maintenance costs after decision by city to hold the event. Reexamination of these cost reduction measures are now complete.
SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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Changes in evaluation of total investment cost
JPY 100 million (USD million)
47
43

Reduce closing
levee distance
from 1,000 m
to 200 m

195
547

20

399

1,038

491

83

15

Including pump
costs for adjusting
water levels, sluice
maintenance and
management costs,
and operating costs
for boathouses and
lodging facilities

167
69

?
Original SurSeats
cost at
rounding
the candi- facilities
date File

Competi- Closing
tion
levees2
1
facilities
(land and
water)

Surveys
and
design

Increased Security
construction costs

Increased Total
consump- cost as
tion tax of 2015

Cost
reductions

Current
plan

Running
costs3
(unclear)

Construction costs
1 Landing facilities (JPY 6.4 billion (USD 64 mil)); Marine facilities (JPY 1.5 billion (USD 15 mil)); Wave elimination equipment (JPY 0.1 billion (USD 1 mil)); wind break
forests (JPY 0.3 billion (USD 3 mil))
2 Closing levees / sluices (JPY 23.2 billion (USD 232 mil)); Embankment repairs (JPY 3.6 billion (USD36 mil)); Embankment sealing / storage & drainage water (JPY 13.1
billion (USD 131 mil))
3 Running costs currently being studied
SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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4. NEED TO MAKE PERMANENT FACILITIES

The Japan Rowing Association (national federation) emphasizes the potential to make the Sea Forest Waterway as a
permanent facility, but some athletes and teams in the Tokyo area have strong concerns about this location. No concrete
revenue and spending plans for later usage as a legacy facility is developed.

For use as legacy facilities
by whom?
Question
Top athletes
Fulfills
goal of
Competitors
competetion
City
residents

▪ Does it achieve a level which

Current plan

Survey team interviews

▪ Draw international

▪ Some competitors are

attracts international competitions?

▪ Will it improve the level of athletes?

▪

▪ Will the number of athletes and
fans increase?

competitions in the future
(e.g., Asia World Cup)
Host 30 of 79 national
competitions (e.g., rowing,
canoe, triathlon)

▪ Can it draw both international and ▪ Attract 40,000 users for

Existence is valuable

▪
▪
▪

national competitions?
Does the city have enough facilities? ▪
Are there local needs to be met?
Capital facilities demonstrate
“magnet effects” (will the city
become a rowing mecca)?

▪ Will building these facilities
Economical

generate economic merit for Tokyo?

against competitions in
sea water

▪ Could relieve congestion

recreational sports
Sea Forest Waterway to

become a new mecca for
rowing events (Japan
Rowing Association)

▪

▪

at the Toda competition
venue
80 percent of rowing and
canoe teams in Tokyo area
have no intention to
relocate their bases
Negative perception as
site of former waste
treatment plant

▪ Attract 350,000 users per ▪ Cash flow plan is unclear,
year and spectators;
No cash flow plan at
present

SOURCE: Interviews with Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation; athlete interviews; Tokyo Shimbun

still under investigation:
e.g., lodging facilities, fees
for use of water (for sports
activities)
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5. LEGACY ISSUES

Different views among athletes and IF/NF regarding the value of Sea Forest Waterway
Some athletes and teams in the Tokyo area have strong doubt about the usability and convenience of this facility. Also, many
factors are unclear whether the venue will be used as a legacy facility. The IOC/IF has also expressed a desire to see cost
reductions and facilities that can be used as legacy facilities.

Tokyo and Japan Rowing
Association (NF)

Athletes and teams

▪ Based on discussions with the ▪ Rare to hear international
NF and IF, necessary measures
have been put in place with
regard to windbreaking,
eliminating waves, calming
waters, and noise, so there
are no problems with holding
the Olympics here

For 2020 competitions
and the Olympics

▪ Expect seven of 13 national
competitions to be held by
the Japan Rowing Association

For sports
organizations
As legacy
facilities
in 2020
and
beyond

▪

For city
residents

▪

(including spectators) and
40,000 recreational users
At national class competitions,
expect a total of at least 5,000
spectators for each
competition

▪ In the past, the IOC
▪

pointed out that the
costs will be excessive
As a result of examination, the IF reached
the conclusion that
Sea Forest Waterway

would be best

▪ Poor access: not clear whether
▪
▪

▪ Expect 310,000 rowing users

competitions in the sea
Concerned about the effects of
strong wind and water level
changes

IOC/IF

boathouses or lodging facilities
will be put in place
No abundant water regions
nearby: e.g., rivers for practicing
At present, no plans for relocation

▪ Limited number of Rower
▪

population: 10,000; including
former athletes and fans: 20,000
Difficult to imagine event
attendance at several tens of
thousands

SOURCE: Interviews with Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation; Athlete interviews*; team evaluations

▪ IOC expects to see a
clear legacy plan

▪ In any case, costs will
arise, so facilities
should be created to
contribute to daily
use after the
Olympics
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6. REFERENCE 1

Examples of other sites’ rivers and lakes as Olympic competition venues for
rowing and canoe sprint events
Evaluation index

Evaluation items

Sea Forest
Waterway

Miyagi Naganuma Toda Saiko

Nagaragawa

Available water regions

2,000m x 8

2,000m x 8

2,000m x 8

2,000m x 8

Conformance with IF
standards for water
sports venues

In conformance,
with closed levees

In conformance

In conformance,
with excavation

Currents

Seawater / fresh water

Sea water

Fresh water

Fresh water

Fresh water

Winds

Actual measured
avg. wind speed:
2.6-2.7m/S

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Noise

Southerly winds
No particular
bring aircraft noise problems

No particular
problems

No particular
problems

Athlete’s village

Nearby (15 min.)

Separate village
required

Nearby (45 min.)

Separate village
required

Owned by city

Some land may
need to be purchased or leased

Nationally owned;
lease required

Nationally owned;
lease required

Water route

Dam reservoir /
rowing venue

River adjustment
reservoir

River / rowing
venue

Number of organizations
with boathouses

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Can be used for
international
competitions?

Yes

Used for Olympic
preliminaries in
Asia

Yes

Used for FISA
competitions

For athletes
As 2020
Olympic
venue

Venue
maintenance Securing land
and
operation
Current use

As legacy facilities

*These facts are from old TMG documents not reflecting today’s situation
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6. REFERENCE 2

Examples of past estimates of installation cost for potential sites
Sea Forest
Waterway

Miyagi
Naganuma

Toda Saiko

Nagaragawa

Existing rowing courses?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Permanent facilities

JPY 49.1 billion JPY 5.0 billion
(USD 491 mil) (USD 50 mil)

Temporary facilities

JPY 2.8 billion
(USD 28 mil)

JPY 30.1 billion JPY 35.6 billion JPY 32.8 billion
(USD 301 mil) (USD 356 mil) (USD 328 mil)

Discussions
ongoing

JPY 17.3 billion JPY 18.4 billion JPY 18.0 billion
(USD 173 mil) (USD 184 mil) (USD 180 mil)

Spectator seating,
external structures,
and piers as part of
temporary facilities1
Total

JPY 20.2 billion JPY 2.4 billion
(USD 202 mil) (USD 24 mil)

JPY 51.9 billion JPY 35.1 billion JPY 55.8 billion JPY 35.2 billion
(USD 519 mil) (USD 351 mil) (USD 558 mil) (USD 352 mil)

1 A large part of the estimated costs is for the construction of temporary facilities, including spectator seating and camera lanes
(JPY 14.0 billion (USD 140 mil) = JPY 3.5 million (USD 35 thousand) /m x 2000m x 2)
SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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2 Olympic Aquatics Centre
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3. (NEED FOR PERMANENT FACILITIES)

Seating plan of 20,000 may be excessive compared with FINA/IOC
requirements
Facilities standards from IF/NF1, IOC2, and FINA3, and evaluation of facilities
Facility requirements

Evaluation of candidate facilities
Yokohama
international

Swimming races

▪
▪

Main pool: 50m x 10 lanes
Sub pool: 50m x 6 lanes

▪

2.5 m or more between courses4

▪

Diving pool: at least 25m x 20m

▪

Dry land

▪

12,000 seats for swimming competitions (for
swimming, diving, and Synchro combined; IOC
standards)
Diving: 5,000 seats （3,500 seats also acceptable）

▪

Sufficient ceiling height and poolside area

▪

Flexibility in operating floors and operating walls

▪

Lines of movement and rooms for athletes and related
parties (e.g., athlete change rooms)

▪

Smooth schedules for training, preliminaries, and
finals; all activities can be conducted in collaboration

Number of seats

Facilities

Accommodates
multiple sports

Tatsumi

Aquatic Centre
(new)

○

○

○

○

○

×

×

○

○

○

○

○

×

×

Diving

▪

Chiba
international

×

Impossible
to increase
temp
seating

×

Impossible
× to increase ×
temp
seating

No studies for
modifying to
12,000 seats
○

○

Designed based on
the assumption of
20,000 seats
(candidate file)4

○
○

No expectations, no evaluations

× No studies of
modifications

○

△

○

Some plans combined with Aquatics
Centre and Tatsumi

1 IF=International Sports Federation; NF=National Federations
2 Japan Olympics Committee
3 International Swimming Federation
4 Olympic and world swimming competitions require lanes with a width of 2.5 m, excluding course ropes
5 Tokyo: “I went to the IOC and responded that Japan is a major swimming nation, and that we need 20,000 seats.” (Comment to Japan Swimming Federation; November 13, 2015; “Heading toward a FINA bid”)

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation; Team evaluations
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The idea of “reducing construction” had been a premise from the bidding file.
However, it creates additional costs beyond normal construction
The meaning of “reduced construction” (construction costs)
At the time of re-investigations
(Nov. 2014)

When contract
is completed
(Mar. 2016)

When order was placed
(Oct. 2015)

683

30

Running
costs

30

74
108

470

Bid at the price
of 87% of
expected price
430

Total: JPY
53.8 billion

2

11

Expected
business
expenses at
the time of reexamination2

Design/
survey costs

It may take
more than 100
years to
recover the
costs of
reduced
construction

With no
construction
reductions1

Construction
costs for reduced
construction
segment2

Tear-down
costs for reduced
construction
segment*2

Security
measures

Additional
construction
costs

Reductions in
running costs
resulting
from reduced
construction4

Total costs related to construction reductions: JPY 18.2 billion
→Eventually, when international sporting events are held, if temporary facilities are increased to bring seating to 15,000, for example, would it be less expensive to go
with 15,000 seats from the beginning, or to skip construction reductions and stay with 20,000 seats? Or, what would be the cost of creating facilities with the required
12,000 seats?
1 Numbers estimated by subtracting costs of construction reduction from (initial) estimated costs. In reality, these numbers cannot be known accurately without calculating costs for construction with no reductions.
3 Based on the overall schedule for the Olympic Aquatics Centre: Basic design: JPY 221.4 million, JPY 258.6 million, JPY 46.99 billion (total).
4 The total for maintenance and management costs (cleaning, facilities management, security, and other costs) and utilities fees (electricity, gas, water supply and drainage) is JPY 791 million before construction reduction, and JPY 597 million after construction reductions (estimates)
5 Expect JPY 2.2 billion for reuse and recycling of construction reduction segment. (JPY 10.8 billion x 0.2 (assume 20 percent of construction costs for construction reduction segment) = JPY 2.2 billion. Figures to be investigated in detail later
6 Expect a JPY 3.3 billion reduction in costs when large-scale modifications are conducted in the future. *Figures to be investigated in detail later

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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Necessity of 20,000 seats is question. In terms of the ability to mobilize for other major
swimming events, the level of Tatsumi (which already hosts international events) is
sufficient.
The Tatsumi International Swimming Center and global swimming events
No. of
events/yr.

World-level
events

Japanese
and nationwide events

One per
year or less

Number of
spectators１

10,00020,000?

15

Tokyo level
events

50

Other
private
sector events
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▪

FINA: “We have
never had 5000
seats left after an
event. Tatsumi has
3,600, but the more
seats there are, the
harder it is to fill
those seats, then
the greater the
costs”2

2,700
persons/
event

With the exception of international events, permanent facilities at Tatsumi are
sufficient. Both FINA and the Japan Swimming Federation have concerns. Even
given these conditions, are 5,000 seats required?
1
2
3
4

World Swimming Championships
2021 Fukuoka
2023 Doha
→Any bids would be for 2025 or later
FINA World Cup
▪ 2020 Abu Dhabi (25m)
▪ 2021 Fukuoka (Masters)
▪ 2023 Doha (Masters)
Discussions with studies ongoing
▪ Organising Committee: “We have heard that global
events have 6,000 seats”3
▪ Japan Swimming Federation: “Assuming that 10,000
seats remained, maintenance and management costs
would increase. This would tie into increases in usage
fees, which would in turn lead to a reduction in
athletes’ entry, so the results could very well be
detrimental to the promotion of sports.”4

The earliest world level swimming event would be in 2025
or later. Is the target of 20,000 seats really good to begin
with?

Including persons involved in event operations. From operation plans following handover of Tatsumi’s functions to Aquatics Centre
Comment at a meeting on “Status of Aquatics Centre design” attended by International Swimming Federation (FINA), City of Tokyo, and Organising Committee (December 9, 2015)
Comment at a meeting on “Basic design for new construction” attended by Japan Swimming Federation, and the City of Tokyo (May 28, 2015)
Comment at a meeting on “Diving towers and large-scale imaging facilities” attended by Japan Swimming Federation, and the City of Tokyo (February 16, 2016)

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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Even if the Aquatics Centre stays with the current location, plans for later use of
Tatsumi is necessary to go ahead before the construction of new Aquatics Centre
Studies ongoing by the City of Tokyo

Approaches to later use of Tatsumi
Possible options

Usage examples

▪
Tie-ins to
Aquatics
Centre

Continue as a pool
throughout the year*1

Create swimming
facilities complex
combined with Aquatics
Centre

Ice skating rink2
(year-round)

Use for other sports

Sports club/gymnasium3

Sports facilities for the
disabled

No tie-ins to
Aquatics
Centre

Art facilities?
Re-use for other
purposes
Other…

Examples of operation
methods

▪
▪

Metropolitan
Collaborations with JISS4

▪
▪

Operated by Tokyo wards,
at the request of the wards
Sale to private sector

▪

Sale to private sector

▪

Metropolitan

▪

Metropolitan

▪
▪

Metropolitan
Tie-ins with culture policies

▪

Sale to private sector

Need to study
plans for tieins to Aquatics
Centre

Only plans
moving
forward have
no tie-ins to
Aquatics
Centre

→Depending on the plans for Tatsumi, methods for tie-ins with the Aquatics Centre will change, and this will also affect the design of the Aquatics Centre. The fact
that plans are not yet fixed5 is a major problem.
1 Request from Japan Swimming Federation: “Make this a dedicated pool for regular users.”
2 Request from Koto Ward: “We want functions for a year-round ice skating rink to be added to either the Aquatics Centre or Tatsumi.”
3 Tatsumi users: “For example, a sports club, gymnasium, or ice-skating rink.” (Tokyo Shimbun survey)
4 Japan Institute of Sports Sciences
5 Clarify directions by the end of the fiscal year

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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5. (OTHER AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES)

There are likely many alternatives to the current Aquatics Centre location.
The fact that these locations have not been substantially studied is a major
problem
Potential for alternate locations
Seating (persons)
Permanent /Temporary/Annex

Possible options

Team evaluation

IOC seating requirements: 12,0001
Yokohama international
Use existing
facilities

Outside of
Tokyo
(Kanto)

Chiba international

5,000

3,662

•
×

Seats cannot be increased

•
×

Seats cannot be increased

▼5,000

Tokyo Bay
area

B) Extension of Tatsumi

12,000

?••

Truly impossible?
Could it be created on the
shallow river next to Tatsumi?

C) Adjacent to Tatsumi
(Annex)2

•

12,000

?•

Truly impossible?
Could it be created on adjacent
land?

?••

Is this truly the only location?
Aren’t the costs excessive?

?••

Truly no options?
Or just not studied?

?••

Truly no options?
Or just not studied?

A) New construction in Tatsumi
Waterfront Park (current
Aquatics Centre plan)

Construction
of new facilities/extensions

20,000

D1) Extension of in-land
facilities

12,000

D2) New construction in-land

12,000

In-land

1Rio de Janeiro Olympics: 15,000 seats (temporary); London Olympics: 17,500 seats (new); Beijing Olympics: 17,000 seats (new)
2In 2014, FINA asked, “Is it possible to build the Aquatics Centre further south, closer to Tatsumi?” (October 27, 2014; “Possibility of holding water polo competitions in Tatsumi”)

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation; Team evaluations
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6. (COST ISSUES)

Cost per seat at the Aquatics Centre exceeds that of
other venues
Construction cost per spectator seat (Year in parentheses is year of completion)
Permanent seats1
JPY 10,000

Permanent + temporary seats2
JPY 10,000

1,076

362

362
313
269

940
235
810

Average
550

503
336

Tatsumi,
permanent
(1993)

Chiba-Kokusai YokohamaAquatics
Aquatics
(1996)
Kokusai (1998) Centre (time Centre
of order;
(contract) 4
Olympics) 3

Tatsumi,
temporary
(1993)

Aquatics
Centre (time
of order;
Olympics)

Aquatics
Centre
(contract)3

Aquatics
Centre (contract; operations: 10,000
seats)4

Aquatics
Centre
(contract;
operations:
15,000 seats)

1 Aquatics Centre permanent seating: 5,000 seats, after construction reductions 2 Aquatics Centre temporary seating: 20,000 seats during Olympics. Includes estimated costs of temporary facilities.
3 Assuming JPY 53.8 billion in order placement costs for TMG 4 Assumes costs of JPY 47 billion at time of company contract, after bid. Also includes JPY 16.4 billion as cost of temporary facilities if temporary
facilities are used.

SOURCE: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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CONCLUSION

Based on these facts, study for all possibilities, including alternate locations, in parallel with the current
Aquatics Centre plan is necessary. Even if the Aquatics Centre plan at current location goes ahead, reexamination of plans for seat reduction and substantial cost reductions is necessary

Future issues and actions required
▪ Re-examine goals of “20,000 seats” at the Olympic and “5,000 seats” for after use
– Determine and verify details of current status of the Aquatics Centre in London
– Investigate realistic potential and frequency for drawing international sporting events
▫ Is Tatsumi truly not feasible?
– Verify whether 5,000 seats are truly needed for regular sports competitions
▫ Is Tatsumi truly not feasible?
– Clarify the process: Examine the rationale of initiated “20,000 seats” and “5,000 seats” plan?
▪ If permanent facilities are to be created, conduct full-scale studies of legacy facilities (sport
competitions, value provided, economy) so that the necessity of the facilities is convincing

▪

Full-scale studies of alternate proposals1 are necessary before construction of current plan
– Possibility to modify Tatsumi facilities
– Full-scale studies of new construction on land adjacent to Tatsumi
– Reexamine possibility of new construction or modifications at inland locations

▪

(If Aquatics Centre plan goes forward) Conduct studies of fundamental cost reduction measures,
including plans with no “construction reductions”
– Include re-examination of cost effects from renewable energy facilities plan

1 There are many issues, however, because studies will need to start from square one, including other swimming competitions, related venues, and training venues.
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3 Ariake Arena
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1. OUTLINE

Ariake Arena is a new permanent facility scheduled as the venue for volleyball and
wheelchair basketball. Contracts for design and construction have already been completed
for land owned by TMG. Four Olympic and Paralympic venues are scheduled for this area,
including Ariake Arena. There are other sports and event facilities nearby.
Aerial photograph
of Ariake area

Scheduled location of
Ariake Arena (volleyball)

Scheduled location of
Olympic Gymnastic
Centre
Scheduled
location of
Olympic BMX
Course (bicycles)

Current form (from Northwest)

Outline of
Facilities

Ariake Tennis Forest
Station

Scheduled location
of Ariake Tennis no
Mori (Tennis Forest)
Kokusai Tenjijo
Station

Tokyo Big Sight
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An “arena” is an indoor sports venue or performance
venue with a capacity of 10,000-30,000 people
Type and scale

Definition

▪
Stadiums
(40,000 or more)

Olympic sports accommodated

Outdoor sports
venues
Has a ceiling in the
case of “dome”
stadiums

4 facilities
▪ Tokyo Dome
▪ Ajinomoto Stadium
▪ Yokohama Stadium
▪ Nissan Stadium

▪

Track and field, soccer,
baseball, rugby sevens

▪

Indoor sports venues
or performance
venues that are
completely or almost
completely
surrounded by
seating

6 facilities
▪ Yokohama Arena
▪ Saitama Super Arena
▪ Musashino Forest Sport Centre
▪ Ariake Coliseum
▪ Nippon Budokan
▪ Yoyogi National Stadium

▪

Volleyball, basketball,
badminton, tennis, judo,
and handball

▪

Theaters, multipurpose halls,
concert halls

Approximately 30 facilities, including:
▪ Shibuya Public Hall
▪ NHK Hall
▪ Toyosu PIT
▪ Zepp Tokyo

▪

None

▪

Building or facility
for sports or physical
education

Approximately 70 facilities, including:
▪ Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium
▪ Chiba Central Sports Center
▪ Ota-City General Gymnasium

▪

Table tennis

▪

Arenas
(approx. 10,00030,000)

Halls/live houses
(several
thousand)

Other
gymnasiums
(500-several
thousand)

Facilities in Kanto

SOURCE: Ref.: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
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Arenas are mainly used for sports competitions or events,
and have a semi-public character
Public character

1

Private sector character

Sports
competitions
Promotion of sports

Sports business

Revitalization
of the region

Entertainment
business

Arenas have a semipublic character, serving
as a “magnet” facing for
the region

2 Events

3

General use
(e.g., hobbies)

Citizens’ health

SOURCE: Ref.: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

As a venue, the larger is
the better than smaller.
However, for the
general purpose of
normal gymnasiums are
sufficient for public use
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2. UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

Ariake Arena is planned for multipurpose usage for largescale sports and other events with a spectator capacity of
15,000 seats
Facilities outline
▪
▪
Main
arena

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Sub-arena
▪
▪

Other

▪
▪
▪

Plan drawing
4,100㎡
15,000 seats (including 3000
temporary seats)
Concrete floor
Concrete ceiling height and
load suspension weight
VIP and related rooms

Interior

1,400㎡
Movable seats can be used
interchangeably with main
seating
Wood floor
Equipped with a studio,
open square for interactions,
and food and beverage
outlets
Built using wood materials
Uses renewable energy
Running course around the
perimeter

Conceptual drawing (completed)

Exterior

Also accommodates large-scale concert
events

SOURCE: Ref.: Material submitted by Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation

A comprehensive waterfront space
tied into a Marine Park plan. Also
offers restaurants and running
facilities.
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3. NEED FOR PERMANENT FACILITIES: CAN NEEDS BE MET WITH EXISTING VENUES?

Other arenas either do not meet required standards, or are
scheduled to be used for other games during the Olympics.
Permanent or temporary facilities must be prepared.
Arena level venues in Kanto with a regular capacity of 10,000 or more
IOC/FIVB (International
Volleyball Federation)
requirements

Yoyogi
Saitama
Musashino Forest Nippon National
Super Arena Sport Centre
Budokan Stadium

Number of seats
(permanent) for volleyball 22,500
events

11,000

13,000

Ariake
Coliseum

Yokohama
Arena

10,000

Approx.
8,0001

13,000

Condition 1
1 court + 15,000 spectator
seats or more (including
temporary seating)

Condition 2
Two warming up courts
Only one
court

Use during Olympics

Basketball
(Preliminaries/
finals)

Badminton
(Preliminaries/
finals)

Judo
(Prelimi
naries/
finals)

Handball
(Preliminaries/finals)

Tennis
(Finals)

Need to prepare
a venue (for
volleyball), as
new facilities,
temporary
facilities, or
extension of
existing facilities

Not used

1 When the Yokohama Arena is used as a volleyball venue, the number of seats must be reduced to about 8,000 (based on interviews)

SOURCE: Ref: IOC/FIVB requirement materials
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Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation has not
investigated the possibilities to use temporary facilities or expand existing
facilities. The use of multi-purpose exhibition facilities and other facilities should
be considered.
▪

Documents by Bureau

of Tokyo 2020 Olympic
and Paralympic Games
Preparation
“We confirmed the
requirements for facilities
throughout the country
with a scale that could be
used as an alternative to
the Ariake Arena, but we
did not conduct studies
involving construction,
either modifications or
construction of temporary
facilities.

Examples
of past
Olympics

Possibility
of using
temporary
facilities

Existing facilities were used for volleyball at all three of
the most recent Olympics
In London, the plan for new facilities was revised, and
an exhibition venue was used; in Beijing, existing
facilities were expanded

▪

Olympics

Venue

Number of seats

Rio (2016)

Maracanãzinho
(existing)

12,000

London
(2012)1

Earls Court Exhibition
Centre (existing)

15,000

Beijing
(2008)

Capital Indoor
Stadium (existing)

18,000

▪

The
possibility
of using
existing
facilities as
temporary
facilities
should be
studied

“If it is for volleyball, as long as the necessary seating
is available, existing indoor spaces are sufficient.
Couldn’t you consider a multipurpose exhibition venue
like Pacifico Yokohama?” (Comment on arena venues
in the Tokyo area)

1 In London, recyclable temporary facilities were constructed as a basketball arena with a capacity of 12,000 persons (GBP 58 million); the facilities were then sold to the private sector. The Copper Box was
constructed as a new permanent facility with a capacity of 7,000 persons (GBP 58 million), and this facility was used as a volleyball venue.

SOURCE: Ref.: Material submitted by Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation; Interviews
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4. LEGACY ISSUES

In the Kanto area, demand for arena class facilities is strong

Movement in number of five performances at
stadiums and arenas (large scale + medium scale
venues)
Number of events

Scale type
(capacity (persons))

2000

1500

Supply and demand, by scale

Annual
average
+9%

Stadiums
(40,000 or
more)

1000

Arenas
(approx. 10,00030,000)

Demand

Implications

High

Medium

Strong demand
for arenas,
including spillover demand
from stadiums

500
Live houses
(several thousand)

High

2003 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 192020

Actual figures

Projections

1 Six venues in order of priority are: Nippon Budokan, Yoyogi National Stadium, Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium, Saitama Super Arena,
Yokohama Arena, and Makuhari Messe

SOURCE: Ref.: Materials from All Japan Concert & Live Entertainment Promoters
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Ariake Arena is less competitive than other facilities in terms of distance
from the station and curfews after 10 pm

Evaluations based
on interviews

Details

▪
Price/Sales

▪

▪
▪

Location

15
10
5

Price for one day: Sports event: JPY 1-2 million; Concert or other event: JPY 10
million
Daily rental fee is main income: The Yokohama Arena (similar scale) has annual sales
of more than JPY 2 billion, mainly for entertainment events.
Far from central Tokyo, and also far from the nearest station (Note: being too close is
also a problem, due to crowding) (*1)
Because the surrounding area is a residential area, noise standards are very strict
after 10 PM. This is a hindrance for Western music artists with long performances.
Time to walk to main venues in the Tokyo area from the
station that customers are expected to use (minutes)

Saitama SA Tokyo
Nippon
MetroBudokan
politan
Gymnasium
▪
Facilities

▪

〇
(To be created in the
future, but has
potential)

Yoyogi
National
Stadium

Makuhari
Messe

△

Yokohama Ariake
Arena
Arena2

In the case of new facilities, the ceiling must withstand a suspension weight of 60t or
more
Important factors in selection as a candidate site are: Stage area of 500㎡ or more;
accessible to a 10t truck; and food/beverages available

Depending on
operating rates and
prices, it is highly
likely that revenues
on the level of a
major venue can be
expected

〇

1 Based on interviews at arena venues in the Tokyo area. The adjacent Ariake Coliseum is often used for tennis competitions, so is unlikely to be a competitor.
2 Approximately 8 minutes from Ariake Tennis Forest Station. Considering the transport capacity of the Yurikamome Line, realistically speaking, it is most likely that customers will use Kokusai Tenjijo
Station. (Based on interviews) The time required to reach Ariake Arena from Shinjuku Station or Tokyo Station is on the same level as another prefecture (roughly the same time to Saitama Super Arena or
Yokohama Arena)

SOURCE: Ref.: Materials on “later use interviews” submitted by Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation
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Need to reduce the number of seats if the current plan goes forward

Details

▪ From 2016 onward, modifications of five other arenas or live
house venues will be complete
– “Saitama Super Arena” (approx. 37,000 seats)
– “Yokohama Arena” (approx. 17,000 seats)
– “Shibuya Public Hall” (2,084 seats)
– “Nippon Seinenkan” (1,360 seats)
– “Hibiya Public Hall” (2,074 seats)

Completion of
modifications,
and new
construction
▪

“Nakano Sun Plaza” will be closed, and a new arena is
schedule to be completed in 2025, with a capacity of 10,000
persons

▪ Shortage of concert halls with accomodating 2,000 persons
▪ Facilities in Tokyo have been closing one after another,
Lack of live
house venues

▪

Need to conduct
detailed studies to
determine seating
capacity for after
2020

including “Tokyo Kōsei Nenkin Kaikan” (2,062 seats); “Shibuya
Public Hall” (2,084 seats); “Gotanda U-Port” (1,803 seats);
and “Hibiya Public Hall” (2,074 seats).
Experts points out “Concert halls with a scale of 2,000
persons are popular with strong demand”

SOURCE: Ref.: Various media materials
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6. ISSUES RELATED TO COSTS AND FACILITIES

Unit price of Ariake Arena per square meter is higher than for other
facilities. Need to focus on investment items.

Comparison of operating expenses for facilities with
a capacity of 10,000 or more, newly built since 1989
JPY 10,000 per m2

Issues and study items regarding capital
investments identified through interviews
113

73

Avg.:
69

▪

Stage area of 500㎡ or more (natural
ventilation)

▪

Concrete floor that can withstand the
weight of a 10t truck (incorporated into
overall design)

▪

Surrounding facilities take into account
harmony with “Ariake Shinsui Beach Park”
(scheduled)

▪

Finalize long-term modification plans for
environment-friendly energy investments

▪

Detailed studies of expenses for expensive
foundation construction on reclaimed land

▪

Detailed studies of price for actual building
construction

78

65
52

35

Yokohama Saitama
Arena
SA

Musashino Marine
Forest
Messe
Fukuoka

Ariake
Arena

Osaka
Central
Gym

Detailed studies
of appropriate
investments to
accommodate
concerts

Detailed studies
of potential for
cost reductions

Osaka Municipal Central Gymnasium is exceptional
in that considerable costs were expended on
preparing land and for design

SOURCE: Ref.: Bureau of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games Preparation materials
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III Next steps : Issues to address
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1▪ There are three main tasks to be undertaken:
(1)
– Reexamine plans of permanent facilities of TMG
▫ Conduct detailed studies of the three major facilities
▫ Conduct similar studies for other four facilities
⇒In each case, studies to be conducted by the Project Team by both the Bureau of Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic Preparation and Office of TMG Reform

– Reexamine plans of temporary facilities in Tokyo
(2)
▫ Same methods as this study
⇒Project Team by TMG and the Organising Committee
(3)
– Reexamination of overall governance structure and cost of the construction of temporary
facilities (JPY 280 billion)
2▪ For all the projects, deliberations with the Organising Committee, IF, NF, and IOC is necessary.
Depending on the issues, financial burden to the national government and
prefectures/municipalities may arise.

Note: This survey report is intended to be no more than a report to the HQ Chief from Office of TMG Reform, Olympic / Paralympic Investigation Team.
Decisions by the City of Tokyo shall be made by the Governor, based on the opinions expressed by the relevant divisions and other parties involved.
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